Continuing the search for WBGT clothing adjustment factors.
The original concept for the heat stress limits adopted by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) was that the threshold for heat stress can be marked by environmental conditions (WBGT) that are adjusted for metabolic rate. The underlying data were based on ordinary work clothes. The Physical Agents Committee promoted clothing adjustment factors within the industrial hygiene community through a revision in the TLVs for heat stress in 1990. As approved, there were adjustment factors for three other clothing ensembles. To extend and further understand adjustment factors, adjustments for commercially available clothing ensembles and prototype ensembles have been examined. The fundamental principle of the assignment of an adjustment factor to an ensemble begins with establishing critical environmental conditions in which test subjects were just able to maintain thermal equilibrium. Four or five subjects for each ensemble walked on a tread-mill inside a climatic chamber under controlled conditions of heat stress. During each test, heart rate and core temperature were continuously monitored. After a physiological steady-state was achieved, temperature and humidity were slowly increased to maintain relative humidity at 20 percent, 50 percent, or 70 percent. Metabolic rate was assessed by measuring the rate of oxygen consumption. Reviewing a trial, the critical conditions were noted as the time when thermal regulatory control was lost (called the inflection point and marked by a steady increase in core temperature). The climatic conditions at the inflection point were used to assign a critical WBGT. A WBGT representative of each ensemble was assigned through a weighted average of different protocols. Clothing adjustment factors representing an equivalent increase in WBGT were computed by noting the difference between the representative WBGT of the cotton work clothes and the other clothing ensembles. The results suggested adjustment factors with reference to ordinary work clothes from the least stress at -2.1 to 5.5 degrees C-WBGT. The adjustment factors were reasonably well predicted by a linear regression based on a computed value for total evaporative resistance (r2 = 0.92).